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The Renault KIGER is your pass to new experiences. Its stunning 
design with a muscular SUV stance complements your free spirit. 
The smart interiors bring more convenience to every trip. While the 
sporty performance gets you in action right from the start. 

Make the most of every trip with add-ons that enhance design 
and utility. Choose from our range of accessories and specially 
curated packs, and take your KIGER to the next level. 
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1. alloy wheel inserts
personalise alloy wheels by 
adding colour accents based
on your style statement

2. bumper corner protector 
      2.1. with chrome insert
2.2.  black

exterior

3. body graphics
 3.1.  stealth

  3.2.  power
3.3.  swathe

4. roof carrier

    
      5.1.  with chrome insert     

   5.2.  black

6. front skid plate
add to KIGER’s impressive stance while
 offering protection on rough roads

stylish add-ons that make an impression
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7. body side cladding with chrome garnish 
     protect your vehicle from minor scratches
   

8.  rear trunk cladding
    add more muscle and an elegant look 
   to the rear styling of your car

9.  c-pillar garnish
 highlight the c-pillar through black  cladding
 with chrome deco, making your car look iconic 
10. door scuttles
 black accents serve as a 
striking design highlight 
11. car cover
 11.1. premium 11.2. silver

protect your car from dirt thrown 
into the air by the tyres



13. chrome contour parts
add a dash of style to your car
with chrome accents 

13.1.  front grille chrome garnish
13.2.  front bumper chrome
13.3.  DRL chrome
13.4.  front grille chrome liner
13.5.  window frame kit
13.6.  ORVM chrome
13.7.  rear bumper chrome
13.8.  tail gate chrome
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1. wireless charger
    charge compatible mobile phones
wirelessly on the pad

2. ambient lighting
     enhance the interiors with 
mood lights 

    breathe the cleanest of air inside

4. illuminated gear knob
     add glow and charm to the 
gear knob

5. trunk light
   for better visibility while accessing 
the trunk

6. puddle lamp
     for a better view while alighting the
car in the dark

7. illuminated scuff plate         

welcome your friends and family into 
your car with luxury and style

8. front parking sensor     
     

helps park easily even in the 
     

tightest spots  

electrical
smart add-ons that bring security, 

 convenience and vibrancy
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 protect your original carpet from the wear and tear of daily usage

interior
1.1.  carpet mat – black
1.2.  carpet mat – beige
1.3.   3D mats
1.4.  designer mat
1.5.  PVC black
1.6.  PVC transparent

2.  elevated luggage board
    smartly organise the storage area
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3.  seat cover*     
      covers that add to the interiors while
preserving  the comfort of the

      3.1.  vinyl perforated with white accentuation
      3.2.  vinyl quilted in black accentuation
      3.3.  vinyl quilted in brown accentuation
3.4.  vinyl quilted in silver accentuation

4.  steering wheel cover 
     these covers are designed to offer you 
      better grip and superior driving comfort

4.1.  black
     4.2.  brown

5.  interior styling kit
      a styling kit to elevate the 
look of the car

    5.1.  sports
5.2.  premium

6.  armrest console organiser
      smartly organise the storage area

7. rear entry sill plates
     guard the rear entry to the 
KIGER with stylish sill plates

3.1

3.3 3.4
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*seat covers are not applicable for variants with side airbag seats



accessories packs
smart+pack

every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up-to-date on the date it is printed. this document has been created on the basis of pilot lots and prototypes. as part of 
its ongoing product improvement policy, Renault India Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and shown at any time. such modifications are 
communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. depending on the country of sale, certain versions may differ and certain equipment may be unavailable (as standard, optional or accessory). 
all figures are based on internal measurements. please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. due to printing limitations, the colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from 
the actual paint or upholstery colours. all rights reserved. the reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication without prior written authorisation from Renault is prohibited.

www.renault.co.in
Call: 1800 315 4444

smart collections created for your varying needs

wireless charger

air purifier

ambient lighting

puddle lamp

front parking sensor

trunk light

armrest console organiser

3D floor mat

smart pack

front parking sensor

trunk light

armrest console organiser

3D floor mat

SUV pack

front skid plates

rear trunk cladding

door scuttles 

body side cladding

attractive pack

front grille chrome liner

front bumper chrome

DRL chrome

front grille chrome garnish

window frame kit

ORVM chrome

c-pillar garnish

tail gate chrome

essential pack

car cover

carpet mat

mud flap

bumper corner protector
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*overall height with roof rail applicable to KWID Climber versions only. RXL variant available in Ice Cool White & Moonlight Silver only. Climber variant available in two dual tone colors (Ice Cool 
White and Metal Mustard) & two monotone colors (Moonlight Silver & Zanskar Blue) only. Metal Mustard is only available as a dual tone color. every precaution has been taken to ensure that this 
publication is accurate and up to date on the date it is printed. this document has been created on the basis of pilot lots and prototypes. as part of its ongoing product improvement policy, Renault 
India Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and shown at any time. such modifications are communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as 
possible. depending on the country of sale, certain versions may differ and certain equipments may be unavailable (as standard, optional or accessory). please contact your nearest dealer for the 
latest information. due to printing limitations, the colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from the actual paint or upholstery colours. all rights are reserved. the reproduction in 
any format and by any means of all or part of this publication without prior written authorisation from Renault is prohibited. segment definition based on Renault internal classification.

Contact: 88 99 110 110

Renault Cuddalore 
No. 103, Imperial Road, 
Chellankuppam, 
Cuddalore - 607 003.

Renault Villupuram
32/1, Old Gingee Road, 
Pappankulam,
Villupuram - 605 602.

Renault Chidambaram 
No.8, Vandigate,
Chennai Byepass Road, 
Chidambaram - 608 001.

Renault Virudhachalam 
No: 4 & 5, G K V Plazaa, 
Ko-Ponneri Bye Pass Road,  
Virudhachalam - 606 001.

Renault Neyveli
Nanthanar Nagar, 
Cuddalore Salem Highway, 
Neyveli - 607 802.

sp_ampl_renaultwww.facebook.com/spamotors.in www.spamotors.inSP. A Motors Pvt. Ltd.

Renault Kallakurichi
Uma Complex,
Kallakurichi - Salem Bypass, 
Kallakkurichi – 606213.

SP. A.
Motors Pvt. Ltd.


